honeycomb
single cell & double cell

Honeycomb shades offer an easy
yet versatile way to make any
home graceful and energy efficient.
Turnils Honeycomb shades have
a cellular design that creates

pockets of stationary air that act as
insulators. This helps with energy
savings by keeping rooms warmer
in winter and cooler in summer.
The new Honeycomb collection by

by

Turnils includes a beautiful new
range of translucent, blackout and
semi-sheer fabrics in a variety of
delicate colours.

Honeycomb Single Cell
Honeycomb single cell shades by Turnils are
made from a unique cellular fabric, which is an
efficient insulator.

Honeycomb Single Cell

Honeycomb Double Cell

Design Options

Honeycomb single cell is available with a small
3/8” pleat and a large 3/4” pleat in selected
colours including translucent, semi sheers,
patterns, and blackouts.

Day-Night Blind
Two fabrics on the one shade offers
light and privacy when required during
the day with a translucent blind, and
privacy when needed at night from the
blackout blind. When an unobstructed
view is wanted, the complete blind
stacks neatly away.

Honeycomb double Cell
Honeycomb Double Cell by Turnils has two
layers of hexagonal cells for even better
thermal insulation. Honeycomb double cell
is available with a 1/2” pleat in selected
translucent colours.

Top-down / Bottom Up Blind
Allows the blind to be raised from the
bottom, and lowered from the top,
providing useful extra privacy where
needed, but still allowing extra light into
the room from above.

Fabrics
All Honeycomb fabrics are made from either non-woven or
woven polyester that will not fray or fade. All fabrics are
easy to care for, highly durable, dust repellent and can be
cleaned easily with a damp sponge or vacuumed gently with
a brush attachment.

Two-on-one Headrail
For a larger window, patio door or
those awkward window and door
combinations, two separate blinds can
be mounted on one head rail, with each
blind lowering and rising independently
while maintaining a clean uncluttered
appearance.

Control Options
Turnils Honeycomb Shades are available in the
Classic System with a constant cord length

Angled and Stationary Arch
Honeycomb shades are available in
specialty shapes for arched and
angled windows.

to avoid long, dangling cords or the Cordless
System with no visible cords, for a clean
uncluttered look, that is raised and lowered to the
desired position from the bottom bar, providing
extra safety for children and pets. Or the Easy
Rise system that has an endless cord system, with

Warranty

12 month warranty

Dimensions
Classic System
Maximum width: 4,440mm
Maximum height: 3,600mm

Heat
Protection
3/8 Single Cell
3/8 Single Cell Blackout
3/4 Single Cell
3/4 Single Cell Blackout
3/4 Single Cell Semi Sheer
1/2 Double Cell

Cordless System
Maximum width: 3,000mm
Maximum height: 2,100mm
3/8” blackout fabric not
suitable for cordless system
Easy Rise System
Maximum width: 3,000mm
Maximum height: 3,000mm

www.turnils.com.au
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Shading

Glare
UV
Insulation reduction
Protection
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Lowest Protection/Performance

Highest Protection/Performance

honeycomb

a geared clutch, for a light and smooth operation.

